I. Introduction. 1.1. Surface spherical harmonics. Let OE denote the surface of the unit sphere in Euclidean 3-space, whose center is the origin O of a system of Cartesian coordinates x, y, z. Let Q denote a point on Í2. The function Yn(Q) is said to be a surface spherical harmonic of degree re if Hn(x, y, z) is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree re and 77"(x, y, z) = rnYn(Q) where (x, y, z) lies on the line through O and Q at a distance r from 0. II. Generalized Laplacians. 2.1. Definition. For a point Fon ß let C(P, h') denote the circle of intersection of ñ and the sphere of radius 2 sin (h'/2), 0<h' <ir, whose center is at P. Let f(Q) be a function defined in the neighborhood D(P, h') = {QEQ\ [Q, P]^cos h'} of P, and integrable on the circumference of every circle C(P, h) contained in this neighborhood. (') Submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of Rutgers University. The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Professor V. L. Shapiro, under whose direction this thesis was written.
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we say that/(Q) has an rth generalized Laplacian at the point P and denote it by Ar/(P). This generalized Laplacian is defined from the expansion (2.1. 1) bysetting Ao/(P) =«o, A(A4- 
It is clear that if Ar/(P) exists then A"f(P), Ogsgr, exists. A(k)f(P) shall denote the &th Laplace-Beltrami operator on/(0 at the point P,k = 0,l, • • • (see [8, p. 212] ), and A(J>/ its value when P is the north pole of a system of coordinates with origin at the center of fi. It is well known that if Yn(Q) is a surface spherical harmonic then A(r)Fn(0= [ -w(«4-l)]rFn(Q).
Theorem.
If YH(Q), « = 0, 1, • • • , are arbitrary surface spherical harmonics and P is an arbitrary point on Q then, for any non-negative integer r, ArYn(P) exists and ArYn(P) = A(r)F"(P).
Proof. Since Ar and A(r) are linear operators, it is sufficient to show that A,Yn(P) exists and ArFn(P) = A(r)Fn(P)
where Yn(Q) has been normalized so that Yn(P) = 1. Then A(r) Yn(P) = A(r)P"( [P, Q]) \ q_p (since both are equal to [-«(w + l)]r), and by [7, p. 298 
We therefore need only show that
Pn(cos h)
and the theorem follows easily from (2. A(-r)F"(<2), is defined as:
[ -w(re + l)Jr
Obviously A(r){A(-r)Fn(0}=A(-r){A(r)F"((2)} = Fn(0 for re and r nonnegative integers. Given f(Q)EL on ß, A ^S [/((?)] shall denote the series obtained by applying the anti-Laplace-Beltrami operator term-by-term to
The major results of this paper are embodied in four theorems. The second gives the sufficient conditions for Cesaro summability and follows as a direct consequence of the first. The third yields the necessary conditions and the last combines these results to give the necessary and sufficient conditions. Theorem. Let f(Q) be a bounded Borel measurable function on ß. If Ar/(P) exists for some non-negative integer r then A{r)S[j(P)] is (C-a) summable, ct>2r + l,to Ar/(P).
Sufficiency
theorem. Let Eñ=o 7"((?) be a series of surface spherical harmonics on ß. Let r be a non-negative integer great enough so that A(~r){ ^2ñ-o F"(0} converges uniformly to Fr(Q) on ß. If ArFr(P) exists then ]C»-o 7n(0 is (C -a) summable at the point P, a>2r + l, to ArFr(P).
Necessity
theorem.
Let ^Z"=o YniQ) be a series of surface spherical harmonics on ñ. Let r be a non-negative integer great enough so that A(_r) { XXo Y"iQ)} converges uniformly to FriQ) on Q. If ]C"-o F"(Ç) is (C-a) summable, a a non-negative integer, to s at the point P on Q, then for r an integer greater than (a-\-2)/2, ArFr(P) exists and equals s.
Necessity and sufficiency theorem. Let X^-o Y"iQ) be a series of surface spherical harmonics with Yn(Q) = 0(nk) uniformly on ti for some k. A necessary and sufficient condition that ^T=o Yn(Q) be summable C to s at an arbitrary point P onQis that there exist a non-negative integer r>(k + l)/2 such that ArPr(P) exists and equals s where Fr(Q) = A(~r){ X^-o Yn(Q)}.
IV. The sufficiency theorem. In order to facilitate the proof of this theorem we prove the following sublemmas and lemmas: Proof. The above identity is a simple application of the following two facts :
4.3. Sublemma 2. For 0</<2tt, k = 0, ■ ■ ■ ,r; r^O, and s>a + 2r+l:
and applying Abel's partial summation formula s times to the expression on the right we obtain (see [11, p. 258]):
But since a -s<-1 implies X)"-o |yj* ' 1}| < °°» by Abel's limit theorem we have l/(l-exp(-*J))«-' = Er=o7Ja"'_1) exp(-*/¿. Thus:
Consequently, for 0<f <27r, & = 0, • • • , r; r2ï0, and s>a4-2r-fT:
where the last expression on the right exists since for s>«4-2r4-1 the absolute value of £;_n+i dí2*+1,/á¿(2í;+1){7f-
is bounded by a constant multiple of the convergent series ^ln+i/(a+2*+1)-(>+1)> and consequently converges uniformly for 0<i<27r. 
Proof. We observe that the hth derivative of a product of two functions A(t) and B(t) is given by: 
sin(0/2)cos(0/2)4-cos(//2)sin(0/2) ^sin(0/2)cos(0/2) =sin 0/2 and hence:
Obviously fil/fiit-eydtKffl/tPit-eyiW and dividing the integral on the for j8 > 1, we see that there exists a constant C>0 such that:
But for O<0<x/2, sin 0^(2/x)0 and consequently (4.5.1) follows. Proof. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that P is the north pole of a system of spherical coordinates whose origin is at the center of ß. where Cn+y,4 is defined by: 
is obviously 2r. Thus since A(a+1)(-l)r = 0 for a^O, We now proceed to state and prove the necessary conditions for C summability.
5.4. Theorem. Let E"=o Yn(Q) be a series of surface spherical harmonics on Q. Let r be a non-negative integer great enough so that A(_r){ E"=o Yn(Q)} converges uniformly to Fr(Q) on Q. If E"-o Yn(Q) is (C-a) summable, a a non-negative integer, to s at the point P on ß then for r an integer greater than (a + 2)/2, ArFT(P) exists and equals s.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that F0 = 0 and E"-i Yn(Q) is (C-a) summable to 0 at P. Since A<~r>{ E»-i Yn(Q)} converges uniformly to Fr(Q), by [7, p. 298 ] it is to be seen that: 
